
18 1. Nonooperative GamesTable 1.6. Nan's payo� matrix in Four WaysG W CG �Æ � 12� 0 0W �� ��� 12� ��C �� 0 �Æ � 12�Table 1.7. San's payo� matrix in Four WaysG W CG �Æ � 12� �� ��W 0 ��� 12� 0C 0 �� �Æ � 12�
1.4. Four Ways: a motorist's trilemmaNan and San's dilemma beomes even more intriguing if we allow athird strategy, denoted by C, in whih eah player's ation is ontin-gent upon that of the other. A player who adopts C will selet G ifthe other player selets W , but she will selet W if the other playerselets G. Let us suppose that, if Nan is a C-strategist, then the �rstthing she does when she arrives at the juntion is to wave San on; butif San replies by waving Nan on, then immediately Nan puts downher foot and drives away. If, on the other hand, San replies by hittingthe gas, then Nan waits until San has traversed the juntion. Butwhat happens if San is also a C-strategist? As soon as they reahthe juntion, Nan and San both wave at one another. Nan interpretsSan's wave to mean that San wants to wait, so Nan drives forward;San interprets Nan's wave to mean that Nan wants to wait, so Sanalso drives forward; and the result is the same as if both had seletedstrategy G. Thus if a G-strategist an be desribed as sel�sh anda W -strategist as an altruist, then a C-strategist ould perhaps bedesribed as an impatient altruist.For the sake of simpliity, let us assume that the game is symmet-ri, i.e., �1 = �2, and denote the ommon value of these two parame-ters by � . Then Nan and San's payo� matries A and B, respetively,are as shown in Tables 1.6 and 1.7. As always, the rows orrespond



1.4. Four Ways: a motorist's trilemma 19to strategies of Player 1 (Nan), and the olumns orrespond to strate-gies of Player 2 (San); thus the entry in row i and olumn j is thepayo�, to the player whose payo�s are stored in the matrix, if Player1 selets strategy i and Player 2 selets strategy j. Beause the gameis symmetri, B is just the transpose of A. To distinguish this gamefrom Crossroads, we will refer to it as Four Ways.If the drivers are so slow that � > 2Æ or � > 1, where(1.27) � = �=2Æ;then their best strategy is to hit the gas, beause G dominates Cand stritly dominates W for Nan, from Table 1.6; and similarly forSan, from Table 1.7. Thus G is a (weakly) dominant strategy forboth players: neither has an inentive to depart from it, whih makesstrategy ombination GG a Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, GG isthe only Nash equilibrium when � > 1 (Exerise 1.3), and so we donot hesitate to regard it as the solution of the game: when there isonly one Nash equilibrium, there is no indeterminay to resolve.8The game beomes interesting, however, when � < 2Æ or � < 1,whih we assume for the rest of this setion. As in Crossroads, no purestrategy is now dominant. We therefore onsider mixed strategies. IfNan selets pure strategy G with probability u1 and pure strategy Wwith probability u2, then we shall say that Nan selets strategy u,where u = (u1; u2) is a 2-dimensional row vetor. Thus Nan seletspure strategy C with probability 1� u1 � u2, where(1.28a) 0 � u1 � 1; 0 � u2 � 1; 0 � u1 + u2 � 1:So Nan's strategies orrespond to points of a losed triangle in 2-dimensional spae. Similarly, if San selets G with probability v1 andW with probability v2, then we shall say that San selets strategy v,where v = (v1; v2) is also a 2-dimensional vetor; and beause Sanselets C with probability 1� v1 � v2, we have(1.28b) 0 � v1 � 1; 0 � v2 � 1; 0 � v1 + v2 � 1:Subsequently, we shall use � to denote the losed triangle in 2-dimensional spae de�ned either as the set of all points that satisfy8Even if there were more than one Nash equilibrium, there would be no indetermi-nay if all ombinations of Nash-equilibrium strategies yielded the same payo�s. Thisequivalene holds in general only for zero-sum games; see, for example, Owen [173℄ orWang [233℄. For an example of a zero-sum game, see Exerise 1.33.



20 1. Nonooperative Games(1.28a) or as the set of all points that satisfy(1.28b); the sets areidential, beause this triangle exists independently of whether weuse u or v to label a point in it. If Nan selets u 2 � and San seletsv 2 �, then we shall say that they jointly selet strategy ombination(u; v), where (u; v) = (u1; u2; v1; v2) is a 4-dimensional vetor.The sample spae of N , Nan's hoie of pure strategy, is nowfG;W;Cg instead of fG;Wg; Prob(N = G) = u1, Prob(N = W ) =u2 and Prob(N = C) = 1 � u1 � u2. San's hoie of pure strat-egy, S, has the same sample spae, but with Prob(S = G) = v1,Prob(S = W ) = v2 and Prob(S = C) = 1 � v1 � v2. The payo�to Nan, F1, now has sample spae ��Æ � 12�; 0;��;��� 12�	; and ifstrategies are still hosen independently, then Prob(F1 = �Æ��=2) =Prob(N = G;S = G or N = C; S = C) = Prob(N = G;S =G)+Prob(N = C; S = C) = Prob(N = G)�Prob(S = G)+Prob(N =C) � Prob(S = C) = u1v1 + (1 � u1 � u2)(1 � v1 � v2). Simi-larly, Prob(F1 = 0) = u1v2 + u1(1 � v1 � v2) + (1 � u1 � u2)v2,Prob(F1 = ��) = u2v1+u2(1�v1�v2)+(1�u1�u2)v1 and Prob(F1 =����=2) = u2v2. Thus Nan's reward from the mixed strategy ombi-nation (u; v) is f1(u; v) = E[F1℄ = ��Æ+ 12�� �Prob�F1 = �Æ� 12��+0 �Prob�F1 = 0�� � �Prob�F1 = ������+ 12�� �Prob�F1 = ��� 12��or, after simpli�ation,f1(u; v) = � �2Æv1 + �Æ + 12�	fv2 � 1g�u1(1.29) � ��Æ � 12�	fv1 � 1g+ fÆ + �gv2�u2+ �Æ � 12��v1 + �Æ + 12��(v2 � 1):Similarly, San's reward from the strategy ombination (u; v) isf2(u; v) =� �2Æu1 + �Æ + 12�	fu2 � 1g�v1(1.30) � ��Æ � 12�	fu1 � 1g+ fÆ + �gu2�v2+ �Æ � 12��u1 + �Æ + 12��(u2 � 1):Note that, by virtue of symmetry,(1.31) f2(u; v) = f1(v; u)for all u and v satisfying (1.28). Note also that (1.29) and (1.30) arespeial ases of (1.15).



1.4. Four Ways: a motorist's trilemma 21Although u and v are now vetors, as opposed to salars, every-thing we have said about rational reation sets and Nash equilibriawith respet to Crossroads remains true for Four Ways, provided onlythat we replae 0 � u � 1 by u 2 � and 0 � v � 1 by v 2 � (andtherefore also 0 � u � 1 by u 2 � and 0 � v � 1 by v 2 �). Thusthe players' rational reation sets in Four Ways are de�ned byR1 = �(u; v) j u; v 2 �; f1(u; v) = maxu f1(u; v)	(1.32a) R2 = �(u; v) j u; v 2 �; f2(u; v) = maxv f2(u; v)	;(1.32b)but the set of all Nash equilibria is still R1 \R2: On the other hand,beause the rational reation sets now lie in a 4-dimensional spae,as opposed to a 2-dimensional spae, we annot loate the Nash equi-libria by drawing diagrams equivalent to Figures 1.3-1.5. Instead, weproeed as follows. We �rst de�ne dimensionless parameters(1.33)  = �Æ ; � = (� + )(� + 1)1 + 2 + �2 ; � = (1� �)21 + 2 + �2 ; ! = 2�1 + �and(1.34) � = 2�+ �2�+ 2Æ = � + 1 + where � is de�ned by (1.27). In view of (1.1), �, �, , �, � and !all lie between 0 and 1. If the oeÆients of u1 and u2 in (1.29) areboth negative, then learly f1(u; v) is maximized by seleting u1 = 0and u2 = 0, or u = (0; 0); moreover, (0; 0) is the only maximizingstrategy for Player 1. If these oeÆients are merely nonpositive,then there will be more than one maximizing strategy; nevertheless,u = (0; 0) will ontinue to be one of them. But the oeÆient of u1in (1.29) is nonpositive when the point (v1; v2) lies on or above theline in 2-dimensional spae that joins the point (�=!; 0) to the point(0; 1); whereas the oeÆient of u2 in (1.29) is nonpositive when thepoint (v1; v2) lies on or above the line that joins the point (1; 0) tothe point (0; 1 � �). Thus the oeÆients of u1 and u2 in (1.29) areboth nonpositive when the point (v1; v2) lies in that part of � whihorresponds to (the interior or boundary of) the triangle marked Cin Figure 1.6. Let us denote by vC = (vC1 ; vC2 ) any strategy for Santhat orresponds to a point in C. Then what we have shown is thatall 4-dimensional vetors of the form �0; 0; vC1 ; vC2 � must lie in R1.
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Figure 1.6. Subsets A, B and C of � de�ned by (1.28).Extending our notation in an obvious way, let us denote by vA =(vA1 ; vA2 ) any strategy for San that orresponds to a point in A, byvAC = (vAC1 ; vAC2 ) any strategy for San that orresponds to a pointlying in both A and C, and so on. Then, by onsidering the variousases in whih the oeÆient of u1 or the oeÆient of u2 or bothin (1.29) are nonpositive, nonnegative or zero, it is readily shownthat all strategy ombinations in Table 1.8 must lie in Nan's rationalreation set, R1; see Exerise 1.5. Furthermore, if we repeat theanalysis for f2 and San (as opposed to f1 and Nan), and if we denoteby uA = (uA1 ; uA2 ) any strategy for Nan that orresponds to a pointin A, by uAC = (uAC1 ; uAC2 ) any strategy for Nan that orrespondsto a point in both A and C, and so on, then we readily �nd that allstrategy ombinations in Table 1.9 must lie in San's rational reationset, R2. Indeed, in view of symmetry ondition (1.31), it is hardlyneessary to repeat the analysis.A strategy ombination is a Nash equilibrium if, and only if, itappears both in Table 1.8 and in Table 1.9. Therefore, to �nd allNash equilibria, we must math strategy ombinations from Table1.8 with strategy ombinations from Table 1.9 in every possible way.For example, onsider the �rst row of Table 1.8. It does not maththe �rst, fourth or sixth row of Table 1.9 beause (1; 0) does not lie inA. It does not math the last row of Table 1.9, even for (v1; v2) 2 A,beause � < 1 (or beause � > 0). Beause (1; 0) lies in B and



1.4. Four Ways: a motorist's trilemma 23Table 1.8. R1 for Four Ways.u1 u2 v1 v2 onstraints1 0 vA1 vA20 1 vB1 vB20 0 vC1 vC2u1 0 vAC1 vAC2 0 � u1 � 10 u2 vBC1 vBC2 0 � u2 � 1u1 u2 vAB1 vAB2 u 2 �; u1 + u2 = 1u1 u2 � � u 2 �Table 1.9. R2 for Four Ways.u1 u2 v1 v2 onstraintsuA1 uA2 1 0uB1 uB2 0 1uC1 uC2 0 0uAC1 uAC2 v1 0 0 � v1 � 1uBC1 uBC2 0 v2 0 � v2 � 1uAB1 uAB2 v1 v2 v 2 �; v1 + v2 = 1� � v1 v2 v 2 �Table 1.10. Nash equilibria for Four Ways.u1 u2 v1 v2 onstraints1 0 0 10 1 1 01 0 0 00 0 1 01 0 0 v2 0 � v2 < 10 u2 1 0 0 � u2 < 10 1 v1 0 ! � v1 < 1u1 0 0 1 ! � u1 < 1� � � �
(0; 1) lies in A, however, we an math the �rst row of Table 1.8 withthe seond row of Table 1.9, and so (1; 0; 0; 1) is a Nash equilibrium.Likewise, beause (1; 0) lies in C and (0; 0) in A, we an math the



24 1. Nonooperative Games�rst row of Table 1.8 with the third row of Table 1.9, so that (1; 0; 0; 0)is a Nash equilibrium. Finally, we an math the �rst row of Table1.8 with the �fth row of Table 1.9 to dedue that (1; 0; 0; v2) is aNash-equilibrium strategy ombination when 0 � v2 < 1, beausethen (0; v2) lies in A. The Nash equilibria we have found in this wayare reorded in rows 1, 3 and 5 of Table 1.10.Repeating the analysis for the remaining six rows of Table 1.8, weobtain (Exerise 1.6) an exhaustive list of Nash-equilibrium strategyombinations. They are reorded in Table 1.10. The �rst four rows ofthis table orrespond to equilibria in pure strategies: rows 1 and 2 toequilibria in whih one player selets G and the other W , rows 3 and4 to equilibria in whih one player selets G and the other C. Theremaining �ve rows orrespond to equilibria in mixed strategies. Wesee that, although rows 1-4 and 9 of the table orrespond to isolatedequilibria, there are in�nitely many equilibria of the other types. Ifyou thought that having three equilibria to hoose from in Crossroadswas bad enough, then I wonder what are you thinking now. Whih, ifany, of all these in�nitely many equilibria do we regard as the solutionof Four Ways?Good question! Perhaps you would like to mull it over, at leastuntil Chapter 2. Meanwhile, do Exerise 1.29.1.5. Store Wars: a ontinuous game of priesAlthough it is always reasonable to suppose that deision makers haveonly a �nite number of pure strategies, when the number is largeit is often onvenient to imagine instead that the strategies form aontinuum. Suppose, for example, that the prie of some item ouldreasonably lie anywhere between �ve and ten dollars. Then if a ent isthe smallest unit of urreny, and if seleting a strategy orrespondsto setting the prie of the item, then the deision maker has a �nitetotal of 501 pure strategies. Beause this number is large, however,it may be preferable to suppose that the prie in dollars an take anyvalue between 5 and 10 (and round to two deimal plaes). Thenrewards are alulated diretly, i.e., without the intermediate step ofalulating payo� matries; and the game is said to be ontinuous, todistinguish it from matrix games like Crossroads, Four Ways and theHawk-Dove game. The de�nition of Nash equilibrium is not in the


